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Abstract 
McCuaig, W., Cycles through edges in cyclically k-connected cubic graphs, Discrete Mathemat- 
ics 103 (1992) 95-98. 
Jet F be a set of k independent edges in a cyclically (k + 1)-connected cubic graph G. We 
prove that if G has girth at least [k2/4] + 1, then the edges in F lie on a cycle. We also prove 
that if the distance between every pair of ends of edges in F is at least k - 2, then the edges in 
F lie on a cycle. 
In this paper we use the notation and terminology of Bondy and Murty [3]. 
An edge cut S of a graph G is cycle-separating if two components of G - S 
have cycles. A graph is cyclically k-connected if every cycle-separating edge cut 
has at least k edges. Let 8 be the cubic graph consisting of two vertices joined by 
three edges. For every cubic graph G not in (0, &, KS,,}, there is a largest k 
such that G is cyclically k-connected. 
Let {C,, . . . , C,} be a set of cycles in a cubic graph G. Let E’ be the set of 
edges in E(G) which are in an odd number of cycles in { C1, . . . , C,}. Define 
Czr Ci to be G[E’]. It is routine to show that CEi Ci is a disjoint union of cycles. 
Let A and B be subgraphs of a graph G. An (A, B)-path is a path P with origin 
in A and terminus in B such that no internal vertex of P is in V(A) U V(B). 
A set of edges is independent if the edges are pairwise non-adjacent. 
Thomassen [6] has shown that in any cyclically (2“+‘)-connected cubic graph 
any k independent edges lie on a cycle. Holton and Thomassen [4] conjecture 
that in any cyclically (k + 1)-connected cubic graph any k independent edges lie 
on a cycle. Aldred and Holton [2] define a subgraph A of a graph G to be a free 
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path system if (i) E(A) does not contain a subset of edges which form an odd 
edge cut and (ii) in every contraction of G the image of A is either a cycle or a 
disjoint union of paths. Aldred and Holton [2] make the following stronger 
conjecture. For all but a finite number of cyclically k-connected cubic graphs, any 
k independent edges forming a free path system lie on a cycle. Both conjectures 
have been verified for k = 3 by Lovasz [5], for k = 4 by Aldred, Holton, and 
Thomassen [l], and for k = 5 by Aldred and Holton [2]. In this paper we provide 
further evidence for both conjectures. 
Lemma 1. Let F = {uivj ) i = 1, . . . , k} be a set of independent edges in a 
cyclically k-connected cubic graph G. Suppose G - F is connected if k is odd. 
Then G has a subgraph H which is a disjoint union of cycles such that F E E(H). 
Proof. Suppose G - F is connected. Then there exists a (vi, u,)-path P in G - F, 
i=l . . 9 k. Let Ci = P + uivivit i= 1, . . . , k, and let H = C,“_, Ci. Since ujvj E 
E(C[\‘if and only if j = I, 1 &j < k ~1, it follows that uivi E E(H), i = 1, . . . , k. 
Suppose G - F is not connected. Suppose S is an edge cut and S c F. Since S is 
independent, 2 s &--S, and so every component of G - S has a cycle. The cyclic 
k-connectivity of G implies that k < ISI, and so S = F. Thus, F is a minimal edge 
cut. Also, by assumption, k is even. 
Choose e E F and let F’ = F - {e}. By the minimality of F, G - F’ is 
connected. We now have the first case for F’, and so G has a subgraph H which is 
a disjoint union of cycles such that F’ c E(H). Since E(H) must contain an even 
number of edges in the edge cut F, F s E(H). 0 
Lemma 2. Let G be a cyclically (k + 1)-connected cubic graph. Let P = x0x1 - . . x, 
be a path in G of length at least r, and let C be a cycle in G such that 
V(P) f~ V(C) = 0. Let S be an independent set of k - r edges such that S n E(P) = 
0, x0 and xt are incident with edges in S, and no vertex in Z, = {x1, . . . , x[__~} is 
incident with an edge in S. Then there are r + 1 vertex-disjoint (C, P)-paths in 
G - S. 
Proof. Suppose there are at most r edge-disjoint (C, P)-paths in G - S. Then 
Menger’s Theorem implies the existence of a set R such that 1 R ] 6 r and C and P 
are in different components of G - (S U R). Since IS U RI < k and G is cyclically 
(k + 1)-connected, S U R is not cycle-separating. Hence, the component T of 
G - (S U R) containing P is acyclic. We may assume every edge in R has at most 
one end in V(T). 
Let T have Vi vertices of degree i, i = 1, 2, 3. Since T is a tree, 
v1 + 2~~ + 3~~ = 2c(T) = 2[v(T) - l] = 2[v1 + v2 + vs - 11, 
and so 2 = vi - v3. Let A be the set of vertices in Zp which are incident with an 
edge in R, and let RA be the set of edges in R which are incident with a vertex in 
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A. No vertex in Z, is incident with an edge in S, and so &(x) = 2 if x E A, and 
d&x) = 3 if x E Z, -A. Hence, r - 1 - ]A] < 1 - 1 - ]A( = ]I, -A] c Ye. Since S is 
independent and every edge in R has at most one end in V(T), if d&) = 1, then 
x is incident with an edge in R - R,. Hence, Y,~(R-R~(=IRI-IA~~~-IA~. 
The three previous equations yield 2 = v1 - v3 c (r - ]A]) - (r - 1 - ]A]) = 1, a 
contradiction. 
Thus, there are r + 1 edge-disjoint (C, P)-paths in G - S. Since every vertex in 
V(C) U V(P) is incident with exactly one edge in (G -S) - [E(P) U E(C)], and 
since G is cubic, the r + 1 edge disjoint (C, P)-paths are in fact vertex- 
disjoint. Cl 
Theorem 1. Let F be a set of k independent edges in a cyclically (k + 1)-connected 
cubic graph of girth at least ]k*/4] + 1 = max{(k - ~)r + 1 1 r = 1, . . . , k - l}. 
Then the edges in F lie on a cycle. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, there exists a set {C,, . . . , Cm} of disjoint cycles such that 
FE IJEI E(C). We may assume that F n E(C,) is non-empty, i = 1, . . . , m. 
Suppose {C,, . . . , Cm} is chosen so that r = IF fl E(C,)] is as large as possible. 
If m = 1 we are done, so assume 2 sm. Since (k - r)r + 1 c v(C,) and 
]F fl E(C,)] s k - r, there exists some component P of C2 - F which is a path of 
length at least r. Let S = F - E(C,). By Lemma 2, there exist r + 1 vertex-disjoint 
(C,, P)-paths in G - S. We may choose two such paths P, and Ps with origins y, 
and yb, respectively, in the same component Q1 of C, - F. 
Let z, be the first vertex of P, such that z, is in some component Q2 of 
(C& CJ - F for which V(Q,) rl V(Pb) is non-empty. Let z, be the first vertex of 
Pt, in V(Qz). Let PA = P,[y,, z,] and PL = P,[y,, zg]. We may assume that the 
intersection of PL + PL and any component of (Czz Ci) - F is empty or is a path. 
Let 
C m+l = P.: u Q,[za, ~1 u f’;, U Q,[rm Y~I. 
Consider K = CE;’ Ci. K is a disjoint union of cycles. Each edge in F is on 
exactly one cycle in { Ci, . . . , C,,,, Cm+,}, and so F !z E(K). Since Cm+l rl C1 = 
Qdycn ~4, F n E(G) is contained in the edge set of some cycle C of K. Let P’ be 
the first component of (CEz Ci) - F that PL intersects. Since C,,, fl P’ is a path, 
E(C) will contain one of the edges in F - E(C,) incident with a vertex in P’. 
Thus, E(C,) n F is a proper subset of E(C) n F. Therefore, the set of cycles of K 
contradicts the choice of { C1, . . . , Cm}. 0 
Theorem 2. Let F be a set of k edges in a cyclically (k + 1)-connected cubic graph 
G. Suppose that for every pair of vertices u and Y which are incident with distinct 
edges in F, k - 2 c d(u, Y). Then the edges in F lie on a cycle. 
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Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1 except for the following point. 
If the ends of P are the ends of distinct edges in F, then r s k - 2 and the length 
of P is at least k - 2. If the ends of P are the ends of some edge in F, then P has 
length at least k because G has girth at least k + 1. 0 
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